
Product Overview

Features

Skytron 6500 HD Surgical Table

The Skytron 6500 surgical table further 
extends the range of applications of the 
6000 series. It increases the patient 
weight limit to 850 lbs as well as 
increasing the degrees of articulation 
offered. It also incorporates a powered 
Kidney Bridge as standard along with 
fully powered Brakes and a 
Return-to-Level function, all of which 
are controlled from the Hand Control.

The rotating top of 180 degrees further 
enhances C-arm and microscope 
access along with more legroom for a 
seated surgeon and in many cases 
better surgical access. A stable 
footprint and rigid surface provide 
assurance that the patient position will 
be maintained as desired.

Manual, electric, and remote control models
C-Arm compatible
X-ray top set
180 degree table top rotation
One-press return to level
Removable powered leg section
Accommodates taller patients with the 
adjustable head section
Use the reversible head section as a foot 
extension while transferring patients

Brakes are completely mechanical and provide 
dependable performance, even when there is no 
power to the machine
Positions include:
 Trendelenburg
 Back (raise or lower)
 Side (lateral tilt)
 Foot (raise or lower)
 Flex (“v” or inverted “v”)
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Specifications

Features Continued

Raised Height
Lowered Height
Length
Width
Width with Rail
Weight Limit
Kidney Bridge
Trendelenberg
Reverse Trendelenberg
Reflex
Flex
Lateral Tilt
Back
   Down 40˚
   Up 80˚
Leg
   Down 105˚
   Up 20˚

Operates on line or battery power
Helps reduce surgeon back strain via a narrow 
base design that has ample toe space clearance
Push button brake system
Large perineal cut-out
Kidney bridge with 5x of additional lift

47 inches
26 inches
76 inches
20 inches
21.75 inches
850 lbs
5 inch elevation
30˚
30˚
90˚
70˚
±30˚
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